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Motivation & Background

1st year Chem Eng undergraduates at Imperial College London


Students are enrolled in a mandatory 6-week hands-on “Introduction to programming and MATLAB” 
course. The course is practical pass/fail module.


The course covers the basics of programming in the first three weeks and then starts focusing on skillsets 
needed for the rest of the Chem Eng curriculum including plotting, solution of linear sets of equations, 
ordinary differential equations, etc. 


There was a pressing need (and request from students) to be introduced to some (basic) notions of 
Machine Learning. 




Given a (very large) table of physical properties for many organic substances, 
can you produce an engineering-quality correlation for the boiling point? 

The challenge: 

Excel sheet with over 5000 entries
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A first empirical observation is that the boiling point is proportional to the molecular weight

Oleic acid

Ethanol

MW = 282.47
Tb = 360 ºC

MW = 46.07 
Tb = 78.4 ºC
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The correlation is rather poor (R2 = 0.76)


There is some trend, but obviously there 
are other parameters which are also of 
importance. 


Other fits ( logarithmic, quadratic, etc. ) will 
clearly not be successful.


TASK 1 : Linear fit of the boiling point to the molecular weight
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Methane 

MW = 16.04 

Tb = -161.5 ºC

Water 

MW = 18.01 

Tb = 100 ºC

ω = 0.344ω = 0

Second ansatz  : the boiling point has some relation with the acentric factor

ω = − log10 (pr
sat )−1, at Tr = 0.7

The acentric factor is an empirical number 


Its value is close to zero for noble gases and 
increases as the molecule becomes non-spherical 
and/or polar.


It is commonly tabulated (along critical properties)
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Assume that the boiling point is a linear function of both the molecular 
weight and the acentric factor

TASK 2 : Multivariate correlation

Tb = θ0 +θ1ω +θ2MW

Scale the boiling temperature with the appropriate critical temperature. 
This scales the Tb values from 0.7 to 1

Determine a priori the 
mathematical (plausible) 

relationship

Employ physical insightsy = Tb /Tc

Solve the problem by matrix manipulation
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Solve the minimum likelihood 
problem

Classical procedure
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No assumption is made with respect to the mathematical structure of the “correlation”


The features are ω and MW ( by simple inference)


Solve the problem training with 100 randomly selected data points


MATLAB has a built-in ANN encoder

TASK 3 : Employ an Artificial Neural Network (ANN)

The ANN is composed of two hidden layers with a tan−sigmoid transfer function and an outer layer with a linear 
transfer function (gray boxes).


The weights (W) and biases (b) are optimized using the Levenberg−Marquardt algorithm. 


Green boxes represent the algorithm input (left) and output (right) 
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ANNMultivariate

R2 = 0.84 
AAD = 2.7 %

R2 = 0.89 
AAD = 2.2 %
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Example using live scripts



Conclusions

The exercise has been extremely well received by the students, who come back asking for more material 
to expand their understanding of the topic. 


The example can be expanded and improved easily, although the ML correlation is already quite good. 
NOTE: Converting the exercise to Python is rather straightforward.


Machine learning has crept up in a large number of the final year research projects and has proven to be 
an extremely popular topic (and a skill requested by employers). 


A final year elective on Machine learning in Process Engineering is now being developed. 
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